
For the new world of work

Employee culture & 
engagement software



Who are Mo?



Mo believes that if we want to build high performing, vibrant cultures in a 
new world of work, we need new strategies and better tools. 



If you’re serious about making sure your people feel connected, energised and 
valued, then supporting your leaders should be your number one priority.



Mo focuses on levelling up your leaders with tools to develop team habits, 
encouraging people to celebrate the moments that matter, communicate more 
effectively and share their contributions.



Customers use Mo to: 


Why should you focus on improving connection and the 
strength of workplace relationships?

People who feel appreciated are:

Increase employee engagement

Reduce employee turnover

Drive positive change in your culture

56% 
Less likely to be 

looking for another 

job

5x 
As likely to feel 

connected to culture

44% 
More likely to 

recommend their 
company to others



Build connected, high performing teams





Give busy leaders the tools to engage their teams



Our Assistant tool will recommend key actions for 
your busy people leaders. They will be reminded of 
upcoming birthdays and work anniversaries, and 
they’ll also be reminded to appreciate team 
members who haven’t been recognised in a while.  

Use Boosts to automate prompts that encourage 
you and your teams to share more meaningful 
moments. Choose from Boosts to improve morale, 
increase focus on results or build team connection.


Celebrate the moments that matter



Social posts can be shared publicly or 
privately, with specific people, or the whole 
company. Acknowledge achievements, 
share results, celebrate a special occasion 
or appreciate a colleague.



Pin special moments to a work highlights 
reel on your profile.



Reward and delight with gifts



Elevate moments through the employee 
lifecycle with rewards and gifts. Issue and 
redeem rewards at the click of a button, 
with seamless reporting.



Use rewards for a first day team lunch or as 
a powerful incentive to enhance motivation.





SUCCESS STORIES

30% increase in employee 
recognition

17% decrease in employee 
turnover

8% increase in recognition

Mo has become the pivotal tool in driving and developing the 
culture we're trying to build. 



It has allowed me to deliver so much more than I could before 
and offer a much greater employee experience.



Alex Goodanew 
Engagement Lead, OVO Energy

Learn more at mo.work

Scan to learn 

more!


